Which Penta Power Tags
do you need for maximum transformation
of electrosmog?
We are surrounded by all types and sources of radiation.

Penta Power Tags transform this radiation into supportive energy.
Each Penta Power Tag has a specific function and the individual tags also
reinforce each other.
A comprehensive approach is recommended to transform all the harmful radiation in your home and environment.

You can create your own personal system, customised for your family
and home, by combining different Penta Power Tags.

The following steps help you to decide which Penta Power Tags you
need, and how many, for the maximum transformation of harmful radiation.

Live a life
filled with vitality, harmony
and health
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STEP 1
AVOID sources of radiation as much as possible.
Read our tips on how to do this on p. 4.

STEP 2
Transform the radiation emitted by YOUR devices.

Penta Power Phone Tags are required for this.
Make sure that you also transform other sources of heavy radiation in your home:
solar panels, microwave oven, induction cooker and DECT telephones.
These radiation sources should be eliminated wherever possible. If they are present,
they should be transformed using specific Penta Power Tags.

STEP 3
Transform EXTERNAL radiation and increase the energy in your home.
In this step, you tackle the radiation that comes from outside your home.
A. The following tags are necessary:
1. Penta Power Home Tag
2. Penta Power 220 Tag.
B. The following tags are frequently suggested as well:

1. Penta Power Quatro Tag on the window and/or bed
2. Penta Power My Buddy in your child’s room.

STEP 4
Transform radiation when you are NOT AT HOME.

We are often exposed to large doses of radiation when we are out and about (on
foot, on a bike, in a car, bus, train or plane) and at work. To transform it, we recommend the following Penta Power Tags:
A. Penta Power Pendant
B. Penta Power Gold Tag.

STEP 5
Transform any remaining ENERGETIC BURDEN using
A. AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser and
B. AQwaVit® Industrial Home Cleanse.

STEP 6
Transform the build-up of RADIATION in your own energy system.

Even if you have transformed the radiation in your environment using Penta Power
Tags and AQwaVit®, you may still be storing radiation in your cell memory. You can
transform this using CLEANSE 15 from the DROPS 15 range.
Below you will find detailed information about all 6 steps.
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STEP 1: AVOID sources of radiation as much as possible
Tips to avoid radiation:

Keep as much distance as possible from a source of radiation.

Limit the use of wireless devices (mobile phone, smartphone, tablet…)
Transform their radiation with a Penta Power Phone Tag on each device
(see step 2).
Use your mobile phone or smartphone sensibly:

• Don’t keep it in your pockets or on your body.

• If you call a number, keep the device as far away as possible from

your head while you make the connection, since the radiation is at
its highest then.
• Use a headset as often as possible when calling.
• Shut down wireless functions (Bluetooth, WiFi, GPRS, 3G, 4G…)
when you are not using the device.
• Turn off your mobile phone at night or put it in airplane mode. If you
do need to be reachable at night, and keep your device connected to
a network, then do not place it on your bedside table and keep it away
from your head.

Avoid DECT telephones (cordless telephone sets) and baby phones in your
home and environment.
Buy wireless devices with the lowest possible SAR value.

Limit the levels of radiation in your home at night. Disconnect the WiFi router.
Avoid microwaves and induction cookers in your home and environment.
If you do have any of these, use Penta Power Tags to transform the harmful
radiation (see p. 7 to choose the right tags).

• The frequency range of microwaves and mobile phones is approximately

the same, but a microwave uses much more power and therefore
radiates much more than a mobile phone.

• An induction cooker creates a very strong magnetic field through its high

frequency and power. The frequency is less than a mobile phone’s,
but because of the high power there are potentially damaging effects.

Children under the age of 16 and pregnant women are very vulnerable for
radiation. Give them extra protection.
Use the range of Penta Power Tags to protect yourself from potentially
damaging effects of radiation.
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If you would like to receive more tips, subscribe to our newsletter on the website:
https://penta-power.com/en/contact/
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STEP 2: Transform the radiation emitted by your devices using

Phone Tags

It is vitally important to suppress the radiation emitted by wireless devices
in your work and home environment and especially the devices you carry
with you (mobile phone, smartphone and tablet), directly at the source.
Place a Phone Tag on every device.

What are the most common sources of radiation?

Mobile phone, smartphone, tablet, DECT (cordless phone as well as base unit), baby
monitor (all units), WiFi router, WiFi extenders, wireless TV distribution, laptop,
desktop computer with wireless connection, Bluetooth headset, GPS, weather
station with wireless antenna, smartwatch, etc.
What are the different types of Phone Tag?
Phone Tag Standard

Available in black or white, Ø 19 mm.
Available in the following packs:
• 1 item per pack
• 2 items per pack
• 5 items per pack
• 10 items per pack (10 black / 10 white / 5 black – 5 white).
Mini Duo Phone Tag

A set of two mini Phone Tags in black or white, Ø 9 mm.
These tags should always be stuck next to each other on
the front or back of your device.
Due to its small diameter, the Mini Duo Phone Tag is
perfect for sticking on a smartphone or tablet with a
very narrow edge.
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Tip: For optimal performance, place the Phone Tags on the front or back of your smartphone so that the tags are visible. Do not place them on the back of the device when using
a case. Instead, stick the tags to the case itself where they can still be seen.

Calculate how many Phone Tags you need
DEVICE

NUMBER OF DEVICES IN THE HOUSEHOLD

Smartphone and mobile phone
Tablet
Smartwatch
Bluetooth headset (earbuds)
GPS
Weather station with external, wireless antenna
Total number of Mini Duo Phone Tag sets
DECT: cordless phone (headset)
DECT: base station
Baby monitor
WiFi router
WiFi repeater
Wireless TV communication
Power-line Communication
Laptop or desktop computer with wireless connection
Wireless music system
Wireless printer
Wireless alarm system
(all wireless components: sensor, keyboard, alarm...)
Total number of Standard Phone Tags

Check out the Penta Power Home Kits for the best buy (see p. 19).
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Transform sources of heavy radiation in your home

The following powerful radiation sources should be eliminated wherever
possible. If it is not possible to do so, then they should be transformed
using Penta Power Tags.
Photovoltaic panels (solar panels) on the house

• Stick additional Home Tags on the inside of the roof, under the area where the
solar panels are located. See p. 9-10 for details on correct number and placement.

• Stick an additional 220 Tag on each converter (besides the 220 Tag that is attached
to the electricity cabinet and TV distribution box as standard).
Microwave oven

• Stick a Quatro Tag on the four corners of the outside of the door.
• Place a Gold Tag under the microwave.

• Stick a 220 Tag on the appliance (e.g., on the side or top).
Induction cooker

• Stick a Quatro Tag on each corner (can also be underneath the cooker).

• Place a Gold Tag in the cupboard below. Can also be positioned beside the cooker,
but keep at a sufficient distance so that the tags do not get hot when the cooker
is used.
• Stick a 220 Tag on the plate (or preferably underneath the cabinet).
DECT telephone (cordless phone)
Stick a Penta Power Phone Tag on

• Every cordless phone (all the handsets)
• Every base station.
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STEP 3: Transform external radiation and increase the energy
in your home

Once the radiation emitted by your own appliances is transformed, you can tackle
the radiation that comes from outside the home.
Radiation enters your home in two ways:

1. Wirelessly through the roof, walls and windows:
A. At least one Home Tag is necessary in the home.
B. Quatro Tag is needed for under the bed/beds + possibly in other places,
if required.
C. A My Buddy may be needed in your child’s room.
2. Via the power grid:
A. At least one 220 Tag is necessary in the home.
B. On the TV distribution box/boxes.

3A Home Tags: essential for every home
How many Home Tags do you need?

Depending on the size of your house and the type of roof
(gable or flat, ie. an apartment) you will need just one
or several Home Tags.

The Home Tag has a cone-shaped area of operation with
an angle of approximately 145°. It is effective through walls, ceilings, doors,
etc. The higher in the home you hang the Home Tag, the wider the cone and
therefore the effective area.
The illustrations show the difference between the effective area of a
Home Tag mounted on the ceiling and one attached to the roof ridge.
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Ideal position: in the centre of the roof ridge

The perfect place for the Home Tag is horizontal in the roof ridge. This ensures that
the entire house is treated. When the Home Tag is hanging at an angle, the effective
area will be partly outside the house and part of the house will not be treated. Extra
Home Tags should only be installed at an angle if the roof is slanted and has solar
panels (see further).
The Home Tag should be placed as centrally as possible, unless the house has a nonrectangular shape or is relatively large. In the latter case, it is better to install two
(or more), spaced at an equal distance across the full surface area.

Apartment or house with a flat roof

When apartments and houses have a flat roof, it is inevitable that the Home Tag will
only be effective for part of the house. In this case, you should probably place two
(or more) Home Tags so that the entire living area is treated.
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Roof with solar panels: extra Home Tags

If there are solar panels (PV panels) on the roof then additional Home Tags are
required in order to transform the heavy electromagnetic load that they create.
The number you need to use depends on the surface area and the way that the solar
panels are installed. One generally needs two to four additional Home Tags for a
roof completely covered in PV panels.

Place the extra Home Tags, equally distributed, directly under the PV panels on the
inside of the roof.
If the roof is flat, place the
Home Tags horizontally. The
Home Tags under the PV zone
will cover the entire surface
area of the house, so you no
longer need a central tag.

If the roof is sloping, place the
extra Home Tags diagonally
under the roof and the PV zone.
You will need a central Home
Tag, which should be placed
horizontally and as high as possible, preferably in the roof
ridge.

If you are uncertain about how many Home Tags you need, ask your Penta Power
retailer for advice or send an e-mail with photographs or a plan of your home to
info@penta-power.com. We are happy to help.
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Summary: How to install

Place the Penta Power Home Tag

• as centrally as possible in your home
• horizontally (with the exception of the extra Home Tags that are
placed under a sloping roof with PV panels)
• in the highest possible place
• with the drawing facing downwards.

Types and sizes

The Home Tag (Ø 168 mm) is available in black or white. You can also order a square
sheet of plexiglass (188 x 188 mm) featuring four predrilled holes to stick the Home
Tag to, for example, in order to screw on to a beam in the attic or temporarily attach
to a ceiling in a rented home. This allows you to bring the Home Tags with you if you
move.
Calculate how many Home Tags you need
APPLICATION

NUMBER

Number of Home Tags needed to transform
external radiation

Number of Home Tags needed to transform
PV panels
TOTAL amount of Home Tags

Number of plexiglass sheets needed

Check out the Penta Power Home Kits for the best buy (see p. 19).
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3B Quatro Tag

The Quatro Tag consists of four identical tags
that must always be attached in the same spot.

Caution: the four tags that together form the
Quatro Tag look the same as the white Phone Tags.
However, they are not programmed in the same way.
For this reason, the four tags must always be attached
on the same surface and never used separately.
Usage

The Penta Power Quatro Tag can be used in the following locations, among others:
• Your bed. We spend 6 to 8 hours a night in bed and are extremely
sensitive to radiation at such times. It is highly recommended that you
attach a Quatro Tag under all four corners of each bed.

• Windows or doors through which electromagnetic radiation enters, e.g.,
if you can see a high-voltage power line (in the distance) or a
transmission mast from the window. Also highly recommended if
there are high-voltage lines in the vicinity of your house or below
ground in your street.

3C My Buddy for your
child’s bedroom
A child-friendly version of the Penta Power Tags.
This comes in four versions and is perfect
for your child’s bedroom.
Caution: My Buddy is not a toy!
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3D 220 Tag: essential for every home
Neutralizes the power grid

Many high-frequency signals are transmitted through the
electricity grid. Power Line Communication (PLC) signals control
the streetlights, our day/night energy metres, ‘smart metres’, etc.

The Penta Power 220 Tag neutralizes this high-frequency radiation on the
electricity network in your home by means of passive quantum technology.
Usage

Place the Penta Power 220 Tag on your electricity distribution box.
Choose the option which is best suited for you, in this order of priority:
• the sealed unit where the main cable enters;

• the electricity meter box (please ensure that the meters are still readable);
• the fuse box.

In an apartment place the 220 Tag on the fuse
box of your apartment, on the outside or inside
of the fuse box door.
Stick an extra 220 Tag on each PV (solar) panel
inverter.

Stick an extra 220 Tag on the junction box where
the TV distribution coaxial cable is connected.
Calculate how many 220 Tags you need
USE

NUMBER

Number of electricity metre boxes
Number of PV panel inverters
Number of TV distribution boxes
Total amount of 220 Tags

Check out the Penta Power Home Kits for the best buy (see p. 19).
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STEP 4: Transform radiation when you are not at home
Once you have placed the necessary Penta Power Tags around the house,
the radiation in your home and/or work environment will be transformed.

But, of course, we also go outside to spaces where there are sources of radiation.
We are often exposed to large doses of it when we are out and about (on foot, on a
bike, in a car, bus, train or plane), at work or on holiday.

The following Penta Power Tags are highly recommended
in these situations:
1. Penta Power Pendant
2. Penta Power Gold Tag

4A Pendant: reinforces your personal energy
This energetic pendant contains passive quantum technology
and works on two levels:

• It transforms the potentially damaging components
of radiation and stress.
• It strengthens your personal energy field in a subtle way.

The Penta Power Pendant is available in three colours and is strictly for personal use.
To avoid confusion, it is therefore a good idea to buy pendants in different colours for
different people.

It is recommended that the Penta Power Pendant be removed and placed outside
the bedroom at night. This improves your body’s ability to use its own restorative
powers.
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Usage

Can be worn as a necklace or used as a key chain.
If you are allergic to metal, please take the necessary precautions.
Types

The Penta Power Pendant is available in
three colours: black, white and gold.

The three versions work identically.

Calculate how many Pendants you need
PENDANT

Number of people in the household

NUMBER

Total amount of Pendants

Check out the Penta Power Home Kits for the best buy (see p. 19).
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4B Gold Tag: raises the energy field in the space
around you

This golden support can be easily taken anywhere.
What the Penta Power Home Tag does for your entire home,
the Penta Power Gold Tag does for the areas that surround you,
wherever you are.
The Penta Power Gold Tag (Ø 137 mm) has a sturdy base.
It can be washed by hand.
Usage

1. On the move

Take the Penta Power Gold Tag with you in your bag or luggage: in the car, on public
transport, on a journey, to your work… Put it on a table, a desk, bedside table, in a
child’s room, in the fridge… It instantly starts to emit positive radiance. The Gold
Tag is complementary to the Penta Power Pendant.
The Gold Tag is perfect for taking on a trip: used in conjunction with the DROPS 15
AURA SPRAY, it transforms the energetic stress in a hotel room and increases the
harmony of the space.
2. For energetically charging food and drink

Put a jug of water, fruit or other foods on the
Penta Power Gold Tag. You can even defrost
products on it.
Caution: do not place hot objects on the Gold Tag.
The Gold Tag is complementary to the
Penta Power Home Tag.
Calculate how many Gold Tags you need
GOLD TAG

For trips outside the home: number of people
in the household

For indoor use (to charge food and drink, to put in
the fridge or on the desk, etc.)
Total amount of Gold Tags
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Check out the Penta Power Home Kits for the best buy (see p. 19).

NUMBER

5

STEP 5: Transform any remaining energetic burden using
the AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser and the
AQwaVit® Industrial Home Cleanse

The AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser transforms water and makes it more vitalized, soft
and tasty. Furthermore, your home’s water pipes become a sort of energetic
antenna, increasing the energetic field and vitality of your house.
By living in a more vital environment you experience more peace and harmony and
can cope better with stress factors, such as e-smog and geopathic stress.
You will feel the difference in your body and mind!

The AQwaVit® Industrial Home Cleanse is recommended as a temporary complement to the AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser. This appliance operates according to the
principles of quantum physics. Using very specific computer programs, it transforms
stressful energies into harmonious, supportive energies in just a short time (six weeks).

The appliance is very easy to use: you place it in your home or office, plug it in and
the Home Cleanse cycle begins. The cycle consists of a few large blocks during which
many different programs for energetic purification are run consecutively.

Once the Home Cleanse cycle is complete, all stressful energies (both geopathic
and metaphysical in nature) are transformed. Energetic burdens, however heavy,
are converted into supportive energies. You feel the peace and harmony of the
purified space. The AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser, which remains attached to the water
supply after the Home Cleanse cycle has been performed, ensures that the environment stays clean as long as the appliance is operational.
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STEP 6: Transform the build-up of RADIATION in your own
energy system
Even if you have transformed the radiation in your environment using Penta Power
Tags and AQwaVit®, you may still be storing radiation in your energy system.
• Your radiation burden indicates how much you are exposed to radiation on
average. This burden is mainly determined by:
1. your sensitivity to radiation from (wireless) technology;
2. the extent to which you are exposed to it.

• (Long-term) radiation contamination leads to the (extreme) build-up of your
radiation burden. This reflects how much of the radiation that you have been or
are now exposed to has been stored in your system (including in your cell memory).
Even if there is no longer a radiation source or it has been transformed, you will
still experience the negative effects of the radiation.

Build-up of radiation burden can be compared to a heavy backpack that we never
take off. We all used to have empty backpacks and move freely. Radiation burden
means that every now and then a heavy rock is thrown into the backpack. As a
result, we walk more and more slowly and become easily tired. Even in the absence
of radiation, or in completely transformed spaces, we are still carrying that backpack.

How can radiation burden be transformed?

1. By avoiding exposure to sources of radiation (Step 1).

2. By transforming the remaining radiation and increasing your
energy field using Penta Power and AQwaVit® (Steps 2-5).

3. By taking CLEANSE 15 from the DROPS 15 range.
These energetic drops can help you to eliminate the build-up of
radiation burden from your cell memory.

www.drops15.com

Calculate how many bottles of CLEANSE 15 you need
CLEANSE 15

Number of people in the household
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Total number of CLEANSE 15 bottles

NUMBER

Penta Power Home Kits: save money when you purchase
an assortment of Penta Power Tags
The Penta Power Home Kits are three standard combinations of different Penta
Power Tags. These combinations form a beautiful synergy in practice. In addition
you can obtain a significant discount with the Home Kits compared to the separate
products. They are the least expensive solution if you want to buy several specific
Penta Power Tags.
In each combination you can choose the colours for the
• Penta Power Phone Tag (white or black)
• Penta Power Home Tag (white or black)
• and/or a Penta Power Pendant (white, black or gold).

Home Kit Basic

The Home Kit Basic consists of:
• 1 Penta Power Home Tag
• 10 Penta Power Phone Tags
OR 5 Standard Phone Tags + 2 sets of Mini Duo Phone Tags.

Home Kit Medium

The Home Kit Medium consists of:
• 1 Penta Power Home Tag
• 10 Penta Power Phone Tags
OR 5 Standard Phone Tags + 2 sets of Mini Duo Phone Tags
• 1 Penta Power 220 Tag.

Home Kit Large

The Home Kit Large consists of:
• 1 Penta Power Home Tag
• 10 Penta Power Phone Tags
OR 5 Standard Phone Tags + 2 sets of Mini Duo Phone Tags
• 1 Penta Power 220 Tag
• 2 Penta Power Pendants
• OR 1 Penta Power Gold Tag.

You can find further information about Penta Power Home Kits at
https://penta-power.com/en/penta-power-home-kit-combinations.
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AQwaTech BV

Bevrijdingsweg 18
B-8480 Bekegem
Tel. +32 (0)50 69 02 45

Disclaimer: These products are not intended to treat, heal, alleviate or prevent illness or other disorders.
Consult your doctor with any health problems.
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